Abstract

This paper describes a pilot project designed to assess student perceptions and attitudes in the context of interprofessional education (IPE) clinical problem-solving (CPS) sessions. Participants were first- and second-year student volunteers from the optometry, audiology and physician assistant programs at Salus University. Perceptions and attitudes toward the IPE learning environment were assessed utilizing standardized questionnaires. The pre- and post-session scores were compared using t-tests to evaluate change in perceptions and attitudes after the IPE-CPS sessions. The results of this pilot project will assist in the design, implementation and outcome measurement of future IPE offerings at Salus University.
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Background

Precipitated by the evolving healthcare environment over the past decades, interprofessional education (IPE) and interprofessional practice (IPP) have gained increased prominence in professional education.1,2 The Centre for the Advancement of Interprofessional Education defines IPE as occurring “when two or more professions learn with, from and about each other to improve collaboration and the quality of care.”3 As a result, student interaction has become a defining feature of both IPE and IPP.4 A group comprised of leaders from the national organizations of six healthcare professions, the Interprofessional Education Collaborative Expert Panel, has identified four IPE core competency domains that all healthcare professions should include in their educational curricula.5 (Figure 1) A World Health Organization study group on Interprofessional Education and Collaborative Practice defined learning objectives for IPE. The six competencies defined are: teamwork, roles/responsibilities, communication, learning/reflection, ethics/attitudes and the patient.6 The quantity, quality, environmental factors and ultimate goals of student interaction in this context have been the subject of many publications. Specifically, surveys have been utilized to measure the impact of interprofessional interaction on student perceptions and attitudes. While there is broad agreement on the importance of enhancing teamwork, there remains little consensus on how to most appropriately measure it.7 Parsell and Bligh developed a questionnaire and associated Readiness for Interprofessional Learning Scale, which includes subscales.8 The teamwork and collaboration subscale measures students’ beliefs about the benefits of shared learning, and the professional identity subscale focuses on assessing role relationships and professional identity.6 McFayden and Maclaren developed the Interdisciplinary Education Perception Scale, which measures how students perceive their profession.7 The University of West England developed an Interprofessional Questionnaire to evaluate teamwork and communication skills.8 All three measurement tools were utilized in this IPE-CPS pilot study.

Salus University, named for a Latin word meaning health and well-being, is a diversified, globally recognized, professional academic center of learning that offers a wide range of accredited postgraduate degree programs in optometry, audiology, physician assistant studies, public health, education and rehabilitation of the blind and visually impaired, biomedicine, occupational therapy and speech-language pathology (anticipated launch in 2015). In September 2012, the Salus University Office of Academic Affairs established the Salus University Interprofessional Education Committee comprised of representatives from all on-campus colleges. The Salus University IPE Committee facilitated the development and launch of an IPE-CPS pilot, which was launched early in 2014. The pilot program involved students from the optometry, audiology
and physician assistant programs. These students were chosen because the core didactic curricula of their respective programs include CPS courses. The format of these courses emphasizes small group case-based or problem-based learning. This learning setting provides an opportunity for students to synthesize and apply the theoretical and practical aspects of critical thinking in the process of clinical problem-solving — history-taking, diagnostic data collection, patient assessment and patient management — utilizing prepared clinical cases. An important additional goal of the CPS courses is to effectively serve as an integrated educational bridge between the didactic and clinical courses within a health professions curriculum. Selecting this type of small group-based activity for this IPE initiative was important due to the interactive nature of the CPS environment.

Prior to this pilot study, Salus’ first-year students in optometry, audiology and physician assistant studies had an opportunity to work in IPE teams in their fall semester core curriculum Evidence-Based Practice course, while the second-year students did not have a similar opportunity. Thus, this pilot project compares data from two student cohorts, first- and second-year students, who had different IPE experiences in their respective core curricula prior to the pilot.

The purpose of this IPE-CPS pilot was to investigate the following:

1) Does exposure to IPE increase student understanding of other healthcare professions?

2) Do the standardized questionnaires utilized in this study to assess IPE perceptions and attitudes deliver meaningful information?

3) Does early exposure to IPE increase student understanding of the significance of IPE environments?

Methods

Participant recruitment

Following Institutional Review Board approval, student participants from the optometry, audiology and physician assistant programs were recruited via e-mail announcements on a first-come basis. Students provided signed informed consent to participate in this five-week IPE-CPS pilot study. These specific professions were chosen to participate in the study because their educational programs at Salus University have CPS courses as a component of their core curricula.

This study was conducted utilizing two cohorts, one comprised of first-year students (n=9) and the other of the second-year students in the aforementioned professional programs (n=10). Because the first-year students had previous exposure to IPE teamwork in their fall term as a part of their Evidence-Based Practice course that was modified for this cohort to include team-based work, while the second-year students did not, students participated in the IPE-CPS sessions as two separate cohorts. This study was conducted in the spring term for both cohorts and these were student volunteers.

Study design and data analysis

The study used a mixed-methods approach involving pre- and post-questionnaires and qualitative comments to gain a deeper understanding from the students about their experience in the IPE-CPS pilot project. The study evaluated students’ attitudes relative to interprofessional collaboration before and after exposure to the IPE-CPS experience. The pre-experience and post-experience mean scores were compared using a parametric analysis with t-test to evaluate whether there was a significant difference within and/or between cohorts (p<0.001).

IPE-CPS session format

A modified problem-based learning approach was utilized to facilitate the IPE-CPS sessions. A case of a patient diagnosed with type 2 diabetes mellitus was chosen for this study because of the relevance of this disease to all of the three participating professions. The IPE-CPS sessions were conducted for five weeks. Each cohort met for two hours per week in the evenings with three faculty facilitators. Faculty members from Salus University’s audiology, optometry, physician assistant and public health programs served as the facilitators. The goal was to ensure that at least one faculty member from each program was involved to cover discipline-specific content areas of the patient case.

Weeks 1 and 2: Pre-assessments were performed utilizing three standardized IPE questionnaires. Following the pre-assessments, the patient case details were presented by the facilitator in a problem-based learning format such that the information about the case was presented as the students requested the information. Weeks 1 and 2 focused on discussions surrounding the diagnosis of the patient case.

Weeks 3 and 4: The discussions and facilitation were focused on the interprofessional management, treatment and rehabilitation of the patient case.
Week 5: The discussions and facilitation were focused on generalizing the recommendations for this patient case to a population, including how the results from this patient case relate to public health. Post-assessments were conducted utilizing three standardized IPE questionnaires.

**Questionnaires**

In order to assess the student impact of interprofessional education, the following questionnaires were utilized to evaluate student perceptions, values and attitudes toward IPE: 1) the Readiness for Interprofessional Learning Scale (RIPLS), 2) the Interdisciplinary Education Perception Scale (IEPS), and 3) the University of West England Interprofessional Questionnaire (UWE-IPQ). These survey tools were used in this pilot project because the validity and reliability of all three questionnaires have been established.

**Results**

**Quantitative Findings**

**Pre-post comparisons of the UWE-IPQ mean scores**

Table 1 represents the mean scores and p values for the UWE-IP questionnaire. The questionnaire is divided into four categories: communication and teamwork; interprofessional learning; interprofessional interaction; and interprofessional relationships.

Within cohort comparisons: A paired t-test was applied for each category to both cohorts separately for pre- and post-scores to test for significance, and none of the differences was found to be statistically significant.

Between cohort comparisons: The mean difference between the pre- and post-scores of the two cohorts was compared using a t-test, and none of the categories showed any significant difference between the two cohorts.

**Pre-post comparisons of the IEPS mean scores**

Table 2 presents the mean scores and p values obtained on each of the categories represented in the IEPS questionnaire. This questionnaire is divided into three categories: competency and autonomy; perceived need for cooperation; and perception of actual cooperation. Both within and between cohort comparisons failed to show any significant differences (p<0.001).

**Pre-post comparisons of RIPLS mean scores**

Table 3 represents the mean percentage response for each question on the RIPLS questionnaire. Each of the 100% mean scores represents a strong positive perception of the IPE learning environment.

Even though there was no significant difference between the pre-and post-survey data, the overall data as well as the qualitative student comments (below) confirmed a positive student perception and understanding of both the need and value of interprofessional education. The results indicate that the students entered the study with a positive attitude toward the significance of IPE and concluded the study with the same positive perception.

**Qualitative student comments**
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**Discussion**

The data collected in our pilot study indicate strong positive attitudes, perception of, and need for interprofessional education among the students participating in this study. However, there are limitations to the data collected. There was no statistically significant difference between the pre- and post-survey data within each cohort. This could be due to several factors including the small sample size and the fact that participants were student volunteers. Student volunteers are inherently more likely to have a positive attitude toward interprofessional team work. The outcome shown by the data could also be due to limitations in the surveys utilized in the data collection. It is possible that the questions included in the surveys do not include a level of specificity needed to adequately quantify small differences between students and/or small changes within students. The UEW-IPQ reversed the response ratings in between categories, which may have confused some of the participants. Using a similar rating scale throughout may have facilitated consistent ratings from the participants.

Early IPE exposure is thought to diminish the development of negative stereotypes and positively impact the development of positive professional attitudes. Therefore, it was anticipated that the first-year students’ exposure to IPE teamwork in the Evidence-Based Practice course would have resulted in a difference in their data when compared to the second-year students as the latter did not have similar prior experience. Specifically, it was expected that the first-year students would have higher pre-survey scores than the second-year students with regard to positive attitudes, values and perceptions. In addition, it was theorized that the post-survey data may also be higher in positive attitudes, values and perceptions as this cohort of students would be more experienced in an IPE setting. Again, the lack of difference between these cohorts may also be due to the small sample size as well as the fact that the student participants were all self-selected volunteers.

The qualitative student comments indicate that the IPE-CPS experience differed from their respective core curriculum CPS experiences in important ways. Specifically, it appears that the foundation for respectful interprofessional communication and effective co-management of patients is a promising potential outcome of IPE initiatives such as this IPE-CPS. Although evidence suggests that effective teamwork should provide patients with better outcomes, most studies conducted thus far do not directly measure the link between these two variables. The lessons learned from this pilot study regarding implementation and assessment will serve as a catalyst for future IPE and IPP initiatives at Salus University in which larger groups of students can participate and more meaningful data can be collected.

**Conclusions**

The health professions/provider community has recognized the critical importance of interprofessional education and practice, and has responded with a variety of initiatives, projects and events aimed at improving communication,
addressing challenges and barriers, and improving the effectiveness of teams. Salus University students are learning to become members of health/rehabilitation teams, and they are getting to know each other for their discipline-specific knowledge and skills.

The data collected in this IPE-CPS pilot project indicated that the baseline level of student commitment to and readiness for IPE was high and remained high throughout the pilot project. Consistent with experiences on other campuses, the efforts and activities of the Salus University IPE Committee to date, including this pilot project, have fostered a very positive attitude toward IPE experience among participants that is undiminished at the time of post-test. Following the positive feedback from the participating students, we have continued to conduct volunteer IPE-CPS sessions to obtain a larger sample size and evaluate effectiveness.
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